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Abstract

Sea spray droplets are produced by waves breaking on the sea surface, and they vary the transfer of energy
between the atmosphere and ocean. The sea spray generation function (SSGF) is generally considered as a
function of the initial radius of the spray droplets and the wind speed. However, ocean waves always exist at the
air-sea interface, so it is not reasonable to consider only the effect of sea surface winds while ignoring the effects of
ocean waves. Whitecap coverage is an important characteristic parameter of breaking waves, and researchers
believe that this parameter is related to both wave state and wind speed. In this paper, the SSGF is parameterized
by the whitecap coverage, and a new SSGF describing different droplet radii is organically integrated based on the
whitecap coverage parameter. Then, with the relationship between the whitecap coverage and wave state, the
influence of ocean waves on the SSGF for different wave states was analyzed by using observational data in the
laboratory. The results show that the new SSGF that considers wave effects can reasonably describe the droplet
generation process under different wave state conditions.
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1  Introduction
Ocean waves are produced by the ocean winds. As the wind

speed increases, the waves break, and tiny spray droplets leave
the waves. The existence of sea spray droplets changes and influ-
ences the energy transfer between atmosphere and ocean. Fur-
thermore, it affects the prediction of typhoon intensity and cli-
mate change which are closely related to the ocean (Liu et al.,
2011; Wu et al., 2015; Rizza et al., 2018; Barthel et al., 2019). Sea
spray droplets can be divided into two types: one is produced by
the collapse of the bubble, and the other is mainly produced by
the wind blowing against the wave crest (Veron, 2015). Breaking
waves produce many bubbles in the sea, and when a bubble rises
to the sea surface, it bursts and produces hundreds of film
droplets. After the bubbles burst, a collapsing cavity is filled with
surrounding water, then, the water rebounds rapidly as a
column, and jet droplets are formed. The radius of bubble-in-
duced film droplets and jet droplets ranges from 3−20 μm. Wind
tears the wave crest and carries the droplets away, or the crest of
a breaking wave curls over and causes the droplets to leave the
main body, this type of droplets is called spume droplets, with a
minimum radius generally of approximately 20 μm (Andreas et
al., 1995; Veron, 2015).

Andreas (1992) and Fairall et al. (1994, 2009) pointed out that
the formulas for calculating the momentum and heat of sea spray
droplets used to quantitatively calculate the influence of droplets
are mainly based on a SSGF, and the SSGF has a substantial influ-
ence on the momentum and heat flux of droplets. Several re-
searchers have proposed that different SSGFs are mainly related

RB

to wind speed (Ling et al., 1980; Smith et al., 1993; Andreas,
1998). The research shows that there are various functions re-
lated to wind speed in different SSGFs, and these different func-
tions also have considerable differences in magnitude (Veron,
2015). Zhao et al. (2006) proposed an SSGF that takes into ac-
count the influence of wave state, and gave the parameter of
wave state for parameterized SSGF. Many researchers found that
the influence of waves on SSGF could not be ignored (Mueller
and Veron, 2009; Veron et al., 2012; Troitskaya et al., 2018; Laus-
sac et al., 2018). Several different wave state parameters have
been used to parameterize the SSGF, and choosing the appropri-
ate wave-state parameters is a problem that has been discussed
(Zhao and Toba, 2001; Shi et al., 2011). Zhao et al. (Zhao et al.,
2006; Zhao and Toba, 2001) suggested that windsea Reynolds
numbers , as wave state parameters, can be effectively used for
the parameterization of whitecap coverage and SSGF.

The SSGF is also related to the size spectrum of the droplets
(Norris et al., 2013b; Zhao et al., 2006; Andreas, 2004; Veron,
2015; Wan et al., 2017). The investigation of bubble induced
droplets is required for modeling cloud microphysical properties
and aerosol radiative influences (Callaghan, 2013; Norris et al.,
2013a), and the bubble induced droplets have little influence on
the air-sea momentum and heat fluxes. However, when it comes
to the study of air-sea momentum and heat fluxes, the research-
ers are more concerned with spume droplets, and the spume
droplets influence on the air-sea momentum and heat fluxes are
significantly stronger than the bubbles induced droplets (Zhao et
al., 2006; Veron, 2015). Thus, due to different research objectives,  
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SSGF produced by bubble induced droplets and spume droplets
are often studied separately, and the corresponding size spec-
trum of the droplets is discontinuous (Shi et al., 2009, 2016; Liu et
al., 2011). However, in the process of droplet generation, the size
spectrum of the droplets should be continuous.

Wave breaking is the main way of wave energy dissipation,
and the parameterization of wave breaking is also very important
in wave simulation (Shao et al., 2018; Sheng et al., 2019). The
most direct apparent phenomenon of breaking waves is the ap-
pearance of whitecaps on the sea surface. The whitecaps are
closely related to the amount of droplets generated by the break-
ing waves. Whitecap coverage is a characteristic parameter that
describes the degree of wave breakage, and is often used to para-
meterize the SSGF (Monahan and Muircheartaigh 1980; Mon-
ahan et al., 1986; Fairall et al., 1994; Norris et al., 2013a). Various
investigators have attempted to describe whitecap coverage in
terms of wind speed (Monahan et al., 1986; Lafon et al., 2007; Ren
et al., 2016). Zhao and Toba (2001), Lafon et al. (2007) analyzed
the relationship between whitecap coverage and wind waves,
and gave detailed parameterized expressions, pointing out that
whitecap coverage had a strong correlation with wind waves. It
can be seen that the whitecap coverage parameter is a type of
parameter that can represent the effect of wind and waves on the
sea surface. In this paper, based on the whitecap coverage, a new
SSGF is parameterized, and the influence of ocean waves on the
SSGF under different wave conditions is analyzed by combining
the relationship between the whitecap coverage and the wave
state parameters.

2  Model description

2.1  Parameterization of the sea spray generation function

F

F

r
U

f (U)

f (r)

The amount of sea spray droplets generation is often ex-
pressed by the sea spray droplet production rate , which
defined as the number of droplets generated per unit time and
area. The  is different for different droplet sizes. Therefore, a
function which represents units of number of spray droplets pro-
duced per square meter of surface per second per micrometer in-
crement in droplet radius is produced, and it is called SSGF.
SSGF is generally regarded as a function of the initial radius, ,
and the 10 m wind speed,  (Ling et al., 1980; Smith et al., 1993;
Andreas, 1998). If the sea droplets scale spectrum is not related to
the wind speed, it can be considered that SSGF is divided into
two independent parts:  is the function related only to the
wind speed, and  is the size spectrum of the droplets:

dF
dr

= f (U) f (r) . (1)

Ocean waves always exist on the sea surface. It is not reason-
able to consider only the effects of sea surface winds while ignor-
ing the effects of ocean waves. Zhao et al. (2006) provided a new
wave state dependent SSGF and assumed that the shape of the
droplet size spectrum is independent of wind speed and wind-
wave state. Therefore, SSGF can be divided into two independ-
ent functions:

dF
dr

= f(U, ωp)f (r) , (2)

f(U, ωp)

ωp

where  is a function of wind and the circular frequency
corresponding to the ocean wave spectrum peak ( ). Norris et

al. (2013a) also found the SSGF was influenced by wave breaking,
and the SSGF was parameterized by the measured whitecap cov-
erage.

2.2  SSGF based on whitecap coverage

2.2.1  Bubble-induced SSGF
The breaking bubbles can produce sea spray droplets, which

are commonly called jet droplets and film droplets, and we call
them bubble-induced droplets. Monahan et al. (1986) gave the
SSGFs applicable to the bubble-induced droplets, based on the
whitecap coverage, and the radius of droplets applicable to a rel-
ative humidity of 80% ranged from 0.8 μm to 10 μm.

dF
dr

=
W
τd

dE
dr

= W

τd

dE
dr

, (3)

r
r r

τd = . s

W
dE
dr

dE
dr

where  is the droplet radius at a reference relative humidity of
80%, it should be pointed out that  and  are different terms of
spray droplets radius, and they can transform each other (An-
dreas, 1998; Veron, 2015).  is the typical decay time of
a whitecap, and  is the fractional coverage of whitecaps, which

is a function of wind speed.  is the number of droplets per in-

crement of droplet radius generated during the decay of a unit
area of whitecap, and Monahan et al. (1986) gave the expression

of :

dE
dr

=.× r−


(
+ .r.

)
× .exp(−B),

B =(.− lgr) /.. (4)

Based on the SSGF constructed by Monahan et al. (1986),
many researchers provided their revised bubble-induced SSGFs
(Woolf et al., 1988; Gong, 2003).

It should be noted that the above SSGF are commonly re-
ferred to as discrete whitecap method (Callaghan, 2013), which
determines the number of droplets produced per unit whitecap
area, and assumes that the rate of production and the rate of de-
cay of whitecap area per unit area sea surface were equal in con-
ditions of steady state whitecap coverage. It is not the continuous
whitecap method, which estimates the size-resolved number of
droplets produced per unit whitecap area per second (Lewis and
Schwartz, 2004).

2.2.2  Sea spume generation function
Droplets are produced not only by bubbles but also by the

wind blowing across the wave tops. When the wind blows across
the wave crests, droplets fall from the crest, and they are called
spume droplets. These droplets have a larger radius than bubble-
induced droplets. The sea spume generation function proposed
by Fairall et al. (1994) can be expressed as:

dF
dr

= Wf (r) , (5)

f (r)where  is the source spectrum per unit area of whitecap.
This SSGF is used mainly to express the generation of spume
droplets. Andreas (2002) gave the detailed relationship between
the SSGF of Fairall et al. (1994) and Andreas (1992) in a review of
the past SSGFs:
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dF
dr

= W (U) r
−.


dFA

dr
|
U=

, (6)

W (U)

dFA

dr
|U=

where  is the whitecap coverage proposed by Monahan et
al. (1986), which is only dependent on the 10 m wind speed.

 is the SSGF proposed by Andreas (1992) when the

sea surface wind speed at 10 m is equal to 11 m/s.
Equations (3)–(6) show that whitecap coverage is an import-

ant parameter used to construct an SSGF. However, the droplet
size spectrum used by the bubble-induced droplets and spume
droplets in SSGF is discontinuous, and the range of the initial ra-
dius of the droplets is usually divided into two parts (Shi et al.,
2009). To establish the SSGF for a wider size range of droplets, re-
searchers often use interpolation for the discontinuous parts of
these two types of SSGFs (Shi et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012). In fact,
the size distribution of these two types of the droplets should be
continuous in the process of droplet generation.

3  Model design

3.1  Parameterization of bubble-induced SSGF

dE
dr

The SSGF constructed by Monahan et al. (1986) using Eqs (3)
and (4) has proven useful in many subsequent studies (Woolf et
al., 1988; Gong, 2003). Woolf et al. (1988) updated the SSGF of
Monahan et al. (1986), which is applicable to bubble-induced
droplets, by using water tank observational data of whitecaps,

and the updated :

dE
dr

= exp
[
.− .lgr − .(lgr)


+ .(lgr)


]
. (7)

dE
dr

The fitting relation in Eq. (7) is complicated, and the bubble-
induced spray droplet size spectrum is different than the com-
mon expression for spume droplets. In this paper, the least

square method is used for further fitting of Eq. (7) to obtain 

with a simpler expression:

dE
dr

= .× r−
 , R = ., (8)

R
r−


r r

where  is the correlation coefficient, and the size spectrum
shape of bubble-induced sea spray droplets is simplified to .
According to the relationship between  and  in Andreas
(2002):

r = .r. . (9)

Equation (8) is approximately:

dE
dr

= .× r−
 . (10)

 μm ⩽ r ⩽  μm

Equation (10) is applicable to the droplets generated by
bubbles, and the initial droplet radii are in the applicable range
of . Thus, the SSGF of droplets generated by
bubbles can be expressed as:

dF
dr

= A (W) r−
 ,  μm ⩽ r ⩽  μm, (11)

A Wwhere  is a function of whitecap coverage ( , %):

A (W) = .× W. (12)

3.2  Parameterization of the sea spume generation function
The sea spume generation function is often parameterized in

the form of Eq. (1). Andreas (1998) gave the SSGF based on the
data of Wu et al. (1984):

dF
dr

=


C (U) r

−
 ,  μm ⩽ r < . μm,

C (U) r
−.
 , . μm ⩽ r <  μm,

C (U) r
−
 ,  μm ⩽ r ⩽  μm,

(13)

C C C

C

C C U =  m/s
C = .×

C = .× C = .×

where ,  and  are functions of wind speed at a height of 10
m on the sea surface. Andreas (1998) determined the value of ,

 and  based on the calculated value of SSGF at 
which proposed by Smith et al. (1993), and ,

, and .
WConsidering the relationship between whitecap coverage, ,

and wind speed, Eq. (13) can be expressed as:

dF
dr

=


A (W) r−

 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

A (W) r−.
 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

A (W) r−
 ,  μm ⩽ r ⩽  μm,

(14)

A A A

 μm ⩽ r ⩽  μm

where ,  and  are functions of whitecap coverage. Equa-
tion (14) is the sea spume generation function dependent on
whitecap coverage, and the initial droplet radii are in the applic-
able range of .

3.3  New sea spray generation function
Combining the bubble-induced SSGF and the sea spume gen-

eration function, a wider size range SSGF can be constructed that
includes the radii of the two kinds of droplets. Based on Eqs (11)
and (14), the new SSGF related to the whitecap coverage is ob-
tained:

dF
dr

=


A (W) r−

 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

A (W) r−
 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

A (W) r−.
 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

A (W) r−
 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm.

(15)

C

C C

A

A A A

When Andreas (1998) produced the SSGF with Eq. (13), he
believed that the SSGF was continuous. Therefore,  was de-
termined first, and then  and  were determined. Using the
same method, based on Eq. (11),  can be determined first, then

,  and  can be obtained. Thus, Eq. (15) can be converted
into Eq. (16):

dF
dr

=


.× Wr−

 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

.× Wr−
 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

.× Wr−.
 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm,

.× Wr−
 ,  μm ⩽ r <  μm.

(16)

Equation (16) is the new SSGF covering the initial droplet
radii of 2–500 μm, which is related to the whitecap coverage. It
can describe the generation of bubble-induced droplets and
spume droplets. It is shown that the spectrum shape of the
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W
droplet size spectrum is divided into four continuous sections.
The whitecap coverage  is usually parameterized by wind
speed or wave state parameters (Zhao and Toba, 2001; Ren et al.,
2016).

4  Results

4.1  The effect of wind speed is considered
Monahan and Muircheartaigh (1980) gave the relationship

between whitecap coverage and 10 m wind speed:

W = .× −U.
 . (17)

However, the relationship between whitecap coverage and
wind speed varies according to different data analysis results
(Ren et al., 2016). Zhao and Toba (2001) obtained the whitecap
coverage related only to wind speed by analyzing laboratory and
field data:

W = .× −U.
 . (18)

U

These two whitecap coverage Eqs (17) and (18) that depend
only on the wind speed are substituted into the new SSGF, which
is expressed by Eq. (16). The wind speed, , is taken as 15 m/s,
and the change results of the SSGFs with the initial radius of the
droplet are obtained, as shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, the results of new SSGF using Eq. (18) are smaller
than those obtained with Eq. (17). Within the size range of
bubble-induced droplets, it is found that the SSGFs of Monahan
et al. (1986), Woolf et al. (1988) and Gong (2003) are close to each
other, and the new SSGF using Eq. (17) is the average state of
these studies. In the main spume-droplet stage, the SSGFs of An-
dreas (1998) and Fairall et al. (2009) are close to each other as
well, and the new SSGFs with Eqs (17) and (18) are in the middle
of the calculation results of the SSGFs of Andreas (1998), Fairall
et al. (2009), and Wu (1993). Due to the discrete relationship
between whitecap coverage and wind speed, the calculated value
of the SSGF has a wide range of changes, which is generally be-
lieved by researchers to be caused by not considering the effects

of waves (Zhao and Toba, 2001; Lafan et al., 2007).

4.2  The effect of waves is considered

RB

W RB

The SSGF is not only related to the wind but also to the wave
state. The whitecap coverage in Eqs (17) and (18) is related only
to the wind speed. Zhao and Toba (2001) also pointed out that
the wave state parameter, , could fit the whitecap coverage
reasonably, and gave the relationship of  and .

W = .× −R.
B , (19)

RB = u
∗/ωpνa

ωp = π/Ts Ts

νa
RB

u∗
ωp

RB RB = CD
U



gva
β β =

g
ωpU

CD = (.+ .U)× − u∗

u∗ = UC
/
D

where  is called the windsea Reynolds number,
which is proposed by Toba and Koga (1986) firstly. The wave
spectrum peak frequency is , and  is the significant
wave period, and  is the kinematic viscosity of air. Windsea
Reynolds number  is regarded as a parameter describing the
intensity the of air-sea interaction, and contains both wind ( )
and peak frequency ( ) information. Windsea Reynolds num-

ber  can also be written as  and  is

called the wave age. In order to facilitate the calculation, we ad-
opt the drag coefficient , and  is

the friction velocity, which can be written as  (Wu,

1982).

U

RB

RB

By comparing Eqs (17), (18) and (19), as shown in Fig. 2, it can
be found that under different wave states, the calculation results
of Eq. (19) cover the calculation results of Eq. (17). At the same
time, when  is greater than 6 m/s, the calculation results of Eq.
(19) cover the calculation results of Eq. (18). Thus, the influence
of wave state on whitecap coverage cannot be ignored, and  is
better than wind speed to parameterize the coupling effects of
wind and waves at the air-sea interface. Since windsea Reynolds
number  is a wind-wave parameter (Toba and Koga, 1986;
Zhao and Toba, 2001), it is not applicable to the swell-dominated
seas, and it cannot be used when wave age is much larger than 1.

RB

Based on Eqs (16) and (19), the relationship between the new
SSGF and the wave state is established. Therefore, the results of
the new SSGF for different wave ages can be analyzed. Figure 3
shows the comparison between the SSGF and  for different
wave ages. It can be seen that the new SSGF with Eq. (19) in-
creases with increasing wind speed, and it increases more rap-
idly than the new SSGFs with Eqs (17) and (18). Meanwhile, the

Monahan et al. (1986)
Woolf et al. (1988)
Wu (1993)
Andreas (1998)
Gong (2003)
Zhao et al. (2006)
Fairall et al. (2009)
New SSGF with Eq. (17)
New SSGF with Eq. (18)
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Fig. 1.   Comparison of SSGFs by Eqs (17) and (18) with those of
Monahan et al. (1986), Woolf et al. (1988), Wu (1993), Andreas
(1998), Gong (2003), Zhao et al. (2006) with , and
Fairall et al. (2009) with 10 m fetch, at .
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UFig. 2.   Whitecap coverage versus 10 m wind speed ( ) at dif-
ferent wave ages.
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result of the new SSGF with Eq. (19) can cover the value of the
new SSGFs with Eqs (17) and (18), which means that the new
SSGF with Eq. (19) can express the effect of ocean waves.

U

Fairall et al. (2009) measured the amount of sea spray
droplets in a water tank at different wind speeds. His paper (Fig. 5a
in the literature of Fairall et al. (2009)) shows the distribution of
the number of droplets with the initial radius of droplets under
weak wind conditions (Fairall et al., 2009; Wan et al., 2017). These
data can be obtained from the website (ftp.etl.noaa.gov/BLO/air-
sea/onr_droplet/CIP_tunnel_03/processed), in which 49 groups
of data were processed. In this paper, four groups of data similar
to those measured under the weak wind conditions of Fig. 5a in
the literature of Fairall et al. (2009) are selected for comparison
(As mentioned by Fairall et al. (2009), the weak wind data was
used to analyze the sea spray generation on 6 February. We ana-
lyze the data come from above website, and find that there are
only four groups of data were measured in the water tank on 6
February with a weak wind force of 13.9 m/s). The wind speed

 is calculated by an iterative method. To reduce the error,

when the amount of droplets within a certain initial radius is few-
er than 3, that data bin is not used, as shown in Table 1.

The SSGF corresponding to the measurement data is calcu-
lated using the relationship between SSGF and the number con-
centration of droplets given by Andreas (2004):

dF
dr

= uf (r)
dN
dr

, (20)

uf(r)
dN
dr

dF
dr

uf (r)

where  is terminal falling speed of droplets, and  is num-

ber concentration of these droplets, which was measured by Fair-

all et al. (2009). Therefore, to obtain the  values correspond-

ing to the measurement data, we need to know .
Norris et al. (2013a) gave the SSGF based on the field observa-

tional data:

dF
dr

= W×
(
dFp

dr

)
, (21)
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Fig. 3.   Comparison of the calculated results of the new SSGF with Eqs (17), (18) and (19) under different wave ages at four wind
speeds.  a.  The wind speed ,  b.  the wind speed ,  c.  the wind speed ,  and d.  the wind speed

.
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Fpwhere  is the flux of droplets generated by per unit whitecap
area, which can be calculated from the number concentration of
droplets and the friction velocity:

dFp

dr
=

(
dN
dr

)
u∗. (22)

dF
dr

By combining Eqs (21), (22) and (9),  is expressed as:

dF
dr

= Wu∗ ×
(
dN
dr

)
. (23)

Therefore, the approximate expression of the terminal falling
speed of droplets can be obtained from Eqs (20) and (23):

uf (r) = Wu∗. (24)

Zhao and Toba (2001) gave the relationship between white-
cap coverage and friction velocity with laboratory and field data:

W = .u.
∗ . (25)

Therefore, we can give the expression of the terminal falling
speed of droplets with friction velocity:

uf (r) = . u.
* . (26)

dF
dr

The measured data are reanalyzed by Eq. (20), and  is ob-

tained.
The reanalysis measurement results were compared with the

RB

U> m/s

U

U

U= m/s

new SSGF with Eqs (17) and (18) in Fig. 4. It shows that they do
not correspond very well to the discrete SSGF values. Discrete
SSGF values represent the effects of different wave states (Zhao
and Toba, 2001; Zhao et al., 2006). Since whitecap coverage is
parameterized by , the calculation results of new SSGF with
Eq. (19) under different wave ages can be analyzed. As shown in
Fig. 4, the new SSGF with Eq. (19) covers the measured values at
different wave ages. However, when , the results of
the new SSGF are not close to the observational data for the lar-
ger droplets. This is because Eqs (17), (18) and (19) are fitted with
the data at  which is less than 30 m/s. Therefore, there is a cer-
tain error in the application of  with wind speeds greater than
30 m/s. Meanwhile, it can be seen that, at , the new
SSGF with Eq. (19) is not close to the larger droplets.

5  Discussion

W RH

Zhao and Toba (2001) also gave the parameterization for-
mula of  based on another wave state parameter, :

W = .× −R.
H , (27)

RH = u∗Hs/ν Hs

RHw = u∗Hs/νw
νw RB

RH

where  and  is the significant wave height. Norris

et al. (2013b) give a similar wave parameter, ,

where  is the kinematic viscosity of water.  can be used to
parameterize the SSGF and  is also used to parameterize the
SSGF (Zhao and Toba, 2001).

RB RHSince both wave state parameters  and  are established
under wind-wave conditions (Toba and Koga, 1986; Zhao and
Toba, 2001; Troitskaya et al., 2018), the relationship between
them can be established by the theory of the wind-wave local
equilibrium law (Toba et al., 1990):
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Table 1.   The reanalyzed four groups of data on 6 February
Experiment number Amount of data bin u∗/m·s−1 U/m·s−1 Observation height/m

01 27 1.59 31 0.150

02 34 1.76 33 0.125

03 27 1.40 28 0.195

04 16 1.22 25 0.275
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gHs/u

∗ = B(gTs/u∗)

/
, (28)

B = .

RB RH

where  ( ) is a constant. Based on Eq. (28), the corres-
ponding relationship between  and  can be expressed as:

RH = B

(
π
.

)/

C−/
d β/RB. (29)

U> m/s

Figure 5 shows that the calculation results of new SSGF for
different wave ages, and it can be seen that new SSGF using Eq.
(27) covers the measured values for different wave ages. Compar-
ing Fig. 5 with Fig. 2, the results of the new SSGF using Eq. (27)
are smaller than for the new SSGF with Eq. (19) at small wave
ages. When , the results of the new SSGF are not

U= m/s
close to the observed data for the larger droplets as well.
However, at , the new SSGF using Eq. (27) results are
better than those using Eq. (19).

RB RH

RH RB

RH

RB

RH RHw

RH

RHw U

RH U

 and  are the wave state parameters, but there are differ-
ent values in different wave ages, as shown in Fig. 6. With the in-
creasing wind speed,  is more discrete than  in different
wave ages, which means that the  is more sensitive to wave ef-
fect than , so the parameterization of whitecap coverage with

 will have a better effect. Another wave state parameter, , is
mainly different from  in the kinematic viscosity coefficient
(Norris et al., 2013b), but the dispersion degree of  and  is
similar to that of  and .

Figures 4−6 show that the new SSGF using wind-dependent
whitecap coverage cannot express the spray-droplet generation
under different wave states. The new SSGF with whitecap cover-
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age considering the wave state can better express the spray-
droplet generation under different wind speeds and wave state
conditions, and the calculated results of the SSGF are slightly dif-
ferent for different wave ages with different wave state paramet-
ers. In general, an SSGF dependent on wave state better de-
scribes the generation of spray droplets than an SSGF dependent
on wind speed.

In order to analyze SSGF considering wave effect, the SSGF
proposed by Zhao et al. (2006), Ovadnevaite et al. (2014), Laus-
sac et al. (2018) and Troitskaya et al. (2018) are compared. In
comparison, the wind speed is 30 m/s, and the wave age is 1.2,
which means that the waves are fully developed, and the spray
droplets are abundant. As shown in Fig. 7, when the spray
droplets radius is small, the SSGF of Ovadnevaite et al. (2014),
Laussac et al. (2018) and new SSGF with Eq. (27) are relatively
close, while SSGF proposed by Ovadnevaite et al. (2014) is relat-
ively high. The SSGF of Troitskaya et al. (2018), derived from the-
oretical model, cannot well simulate the generation of droplets

when the radius of droplets is less than 10 μm. When the radius
of droplets is more than 100 μm, the trend of SSGF proposed by
Troitskaya et al. (2018) is obviously different from common para-
meterized schemes. This is because the SSGF of Troitskaya et al.
(2018) consists of two parts, namely canopy droplets with small
droplet radius and rim droplets with large droplet radius. When
droplets are larger than 100 μm, rim droplets dominate, and at
this time, the SSGF of Troitskaya et al. (2018) do not follow size
spectrum proposed by Monahan et al. (1986). The SSGF of Zhao
et al. (2006) focuses on spume droplets, but by using this scheme,
there will be discontinuous with the current bubble-induced
SSGF (Shi et al., 2009, 2016; Liu et al., 2012).

The aerosol and air-sea flux can be calculated with SSGF.
When the global aerosol and air-sea flux modelling is carried out
using the new SSGF with whitecap coverage considering the
wave state in this paper, the flux depends not only on wind speed
but also on wave state, and the flux will be different under differ-
ent wave state, especially in the sea dominated by wind-waves.
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For example, under the same wind speed conditions, when the
wave age is large, that is, the more mature wind-waves will pro-
duce more droplets. Therefore, based on the new SSGF depend-
ent on wave state, the global aerosol and air-sea flux can be
modeled in combination with wave numerical model. The main
purpose of this paper is to parameterize a new SSGF which is de-
pendent on wave state, and the related aerosol and air-sea flux
modelling work will be carried out in the future.

6  Conclusions
Whitecap coverage is an important manifestation of the wave

breaking process, and is related to wind speed. Meanwhile, some
researchers believe that whitecap coverage is related to wave
state. In this paper, an SSGF using a wider range of droplet sizes
and dependent on whitecap coverage is parameterized, and the
whitecap coverage related to wind speeds and wave states is used
to calculate the new SSGF.

Combining the bubbled-induced SSGF and sea spume gener-
ation function, a wider size range SSGF can be constructed in-
cluding the radii of the bubble-induced droplets and the spume
droplets. Equation (16) is the new SSGF covering the initial
droplet radii in a range of 2−500 μm, which is related to the
whitecap coverage, and it can describe the generation of two
kinds of droplets.

The comparison between the calculated results and the
measured results shows that the calculated results of the new
SSGF with Eqs (17) and (18) related only to wind speed cannot ef-
fectively describe the generation of spray droplets. The new SSGF
with Eqs (19) and (27) considering the wave effects can better de-
scribe the droplet generation process under different wave states.
Thus, the new SSGF is sensitive to wave effects.

RB RHBoth  and  are related to wave state, but the calculated
results are different, which indicates that a reasonable selection
of wave state parameters and the parameterization of whitecap
coverage have an impact on the new SSGF. It is necessary to fur-
ther analyze the relationships between whitecap coverage and
the wave state parameters to find more reasonable wave state
parameters for parameterization of whitecap coverage. In this
paper, based on comparisons with observational data in the
laboratory, the new SSGF (Eq. (16)) with Eq. (27) is recommen-
ded.
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